Mastering Web Scraping,
Automation, & Annotation

TRAINING
OBJECTIVES
All IT projects are built on the foundations of DATA. Data is the
new gold, and AI based projects thrive on it. Every AI application
or software requires a vast amount of data for development and
training e.g., visual AI models need images containing the objects
that we see in our real life, and to make the object of interest
recognizable to such models, the images need to be annotated
with the right techniques.
AI is not only about visual data, as AI models also need to
understand text data as well. Only having correct text
annotations within the training data model, can derive the right
results required for Chatbots to understand the question and
answer it. Chatbots are the most recognizable application of
natural Language Processing (NLP), but badly trained chatbots
can damage company reputation, hence we need to focus on
annotating our text data correctly.
Another method for collecting and using data is through Web
Scraping & Automation. This is an important method used to
collect data about products for sale, user posts, images, and
pretty much anything else that is useful on the web. An important
skill for any AI professional to have in their toolbox.
The program will provide you all the necessary knowledge
needed to start your journey in the AI field and the base moving
forward to big AI models in the future. You will learn about
creating and annotating large datasets through hands-on practice.
This is a comprehensive course designed to teach students the
complete toolkit for collecting DATA for any type of AI, data
science, or automation projects. After completing this course,
they will be able to scrap data using different techniques,
automate manual data processes, and annotate images / text for
their own consumption, or earn by securing the thousands of
freelance projects available online.

CURRICULUM OVERVIEW
Eligibility Criteria
Language: Understanding of English
Education: FA / FSc / DAE / ICT and above
Preferred: Good understanding of Computer Applications

DURATION
3 Month

Training Methodology

Online / Onsite (multiple locations)

Training Approach

Practical (80%), Theory (20%)

Instruction Medium
English

SKILL PROFICIENCY DETAIL
On completion of this training program, the trainee’s skill profile will include:
Working on different types of annotations – image, video, and text
Will learn techniques used to annotate datasets for higher accuracy
Working with Python as a fundamental programming language
Understanding Python syntax and performing basic functions
Understand how to collect datasets.
Scrape and prepare data for machine learning models
Automate manual data collection & manipulation processes
Provide services to any data collection business – e.g., agencies doing research,
marketing, census, analytics, e-commerce, etc
Earn online doing by doing web scraping and automation jobs

KNOWLEDGE PROFICIENCY DETAIL
On completion of this training program, the trainee knowledge profile will
include:
Understand data labeling and Annotation
Understanding how to create datasets.
Understanding different types of Annotations:
a. Bounding Box
b. Polygon Annotation
c. Polyline Annotation
Annotations with applications/programs:
a. CVAT
b. VGG (VIA)
c. LabelStudio
d. MakeSense
Labeling of videos
Collecting large datasets
Annotating large datasets with higher accuracy
Different Web scraping techniques & tools
Python scripting for data automation

EMPLOYABILITY OPTIONS
Upon completion of this training program, the trainee will have the following
career options:
Data Annotator
Web Scraper
Data Automation Engineer
Digital Data Researcher / Analyst
Freelancer (for web scraping & automation)

COURSE
OUTLINE
WEEK 1-2
Chapter 1: Introduction, types, and tools for annotation
Introduction to Data Labeling, what is data labeling?
Structured and unstructured data, which data needs Annotation or labeling, Intro to
annotations for NLP and CV.
use of annotated data in supervised Learning.
use of annotated datasets for model training in AI.
Intro and features exploration of MakeSense,CVAT,VGG,LabelStudio.
Chapter 2: Hands-on Text Annotation (Basic Level)
Details about text annotations, what is NLP, and Applications of text annotations.
LabelStudio installation,Feature Exploration of LabelStudio.
Details
WEEKabout
3 text classification and how to annotate for text classification in
LabelStudio.

Details about named entity recognition(NER) and how to annotate for NER in
LabelStudio.

Chapter 3: Hands On Image and Video Annotation (CV)
Introduction to Image and video annotation,where it is used.
Details about all Image annotation types.
Use of image annotations. Revision of Open-source Tools for image annotations.
Bounding Box Annotation using Labelme.Polygon annotation using Labelme.
Auto annotation using CVAT.
Video annotation using CVAT.
Downloading Datasets in coco,Pascal Voc and Yolo formats.
Project: Labeling Image dataset for object detection
Students will provided with datasets and given a different type of annotation to
annotate their dataset.

COURSE
OUTLINE
WEEK3-5
Chapter 4: Introduction and Getting Started with web Scraping:
History, Introduction, and Need for Automation and data scraping.
Need for web scrapping and automation.
Chapter 5: Getting Started with Python
What is Python, and why Python?
Use of Python for scrapping, and automation
Installation on Python and Pycharm
How to Write First Hello World program in Python.
Primitive and non-primitive data types.
Python conditional Statements and how to use them.
Python Looping structures.
All methods applied on lists, Tuples, and Dictionaries
What is a Function how to create and call functions?
How to manipulate and format strings.
Use and implementation of Regex.
What is Try, Except, and how to use Try, Except?
File Handling and different functions of File Handling.

WEEK 6-7
Chapter 6: How does the Server Works?
Introduction to HyperText Markup Language and how it is going to be used in web
scraping, a basic understanding of HTML elements.
Overview and Need for web scraping, Its pros, and cons, how websites work, and
types of websites.
Discussing 3 important components of scraping: Crawling, Parsing & Transforming,
and storing.
Introduction to open source available tools/libraries used for scraping or
automation for different websites with different structures: Request,
BeautifulSoup, Selenium.

COURSE
OUTLINE
Chapter 7: Getting Started with Beautiful Soap and Requests
BeautifulSoup Installation, working with requests and response, parsing the web
pages using BS4, discuss the most commonly used selectors. Traversing and data
retrievals.
Scraping a website based on a single page using BeautifulSoup and Requests
module.
Crawling through multiple pages of a website using BeautifulSoup and Requests
module.

WEEK8-9
Chapter 8: Using Selenium for Web Scraping and Automation
Introduction to Selenium and its usage.
Building Setup for Selenium, Downloading and Installing Selenium Drivers for the
most popular web browsers.
Introduction to locators, Discuss and live practice examples of elements selection
by most commonly used elements selectors like select by id, select by CSS, select
by class, and select by name.
Discuss all possible ways to get data from selected elements like by text, by
attributes, by inner Html, etc.
Teach the students about the operations that they can perform after selecting
elements like retrieving data, clicking on an element, traversing, etc.
Teach the students how they can interact with a webpage using javascript in
selenium driver to perform actions like button click, page and section scrolling on
dynamic websites to load content.
Students will learn to use the XPath to navigate from one link/page to another
page. Or even navigating from one section to the current active session using
XPath.
Understanding of Headless Browser, Benefits of headless browser and teach
the student to make the browser headless using selenium drivers.
Teach the students how they can take screenshots and save them using
Selenium.

COURSE
OUTLINE
Chapter 9: Real World Projects and Online Earning (For Automation)
We will be doing an end-to-end project involving scraping a dynamic website,
continuously transforming the data, and storing it using Selenium and python.
A complete end-to-end project eg automating social media platforms
LinkedIn, Instagram, etc.
A brief overview of to-do's and not to do's in Web Scraping and Automation,
an Introduction to some handy tools that might be helpful for automation and
scraping.

WEEK10
Git and GitHub Sessions
We will be doing implementation of Git an Github.It will be plus point for the
student portfolio and also students will learn how to version their code or
projects.,

WEEK11
Freelancing Session (How to Earn?)
Earning as a freelancer with the skills learned so far.
Intro to Freelancing, Intro to fiver, setting up your profile, and creating
the first gig.

WEEK12
Capstone Project
Project Preparation and Proposal Submission.
Real World Web Scraping and Automation Project
Final Project showcase
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